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A. Additional Experiment Details and Results
A.1. Word Reordering
Model The decoder is a 2-layer LSTM with 1024 hidden
units, dropout of 0.0, based on a preliminary grid search
of nlayers ∈ {1, 2}, nhidden ∈ {512, 1024, 2048}, dropout ∈
{0.0, 0.2, 0.5}. Word embeddings are initialized with GloVe
vectors and updated during training. All presented Word
Reordering results use greedy decoding.
Training Each model was trained on a single GPU using a
maximum of 500 epochs, batch size of 32, Adam optimizer,
gradient clipping with maximum `2 -norm of 1.0, and a
learning rate starting at 0.001 and multiplied by a factor of
0.5 every 20 epochs. For evaluation we select the model
state which had the highest validation BLEU score, which
is evaluated after each training epoch.
∗
Oracle For πannealed
, β is linearly annealed from 1.0 to
0.0 at a rate of 0.05 each epoch, after a burn-in period of
20 epochs in which β is not decreased. We use greedy
∗
decoding when πcoaching
is selected at a roll-in step; we
did not observe significant performance variations with
∗
stochastically sampling from πcoaching
. These settings are
based on a grid search of βrate ∈ {0.01, 0.05}, βburn-in ∈
{0, 20}, coaching-rollin ∈ {greedy, stochastic} using the
model selected in the Model section above.

Example Predictions Figure 4 shows example predictions from the validation set, including the generation order
and underlying tree.

Table 1. Unconditional generation BLEU for various top-k samplers and policies trained with the specified oracle.

Oracle

k

BLEU-2

BLEU-3

BLEU-4

∗
πleft-right

10
100
1000
all

0.905
0.874
0.853
0.853

0.778
0.705
0.665
0.668

0.624
0.514
0.466
0.477

∗
πuniform

10
100
1000
all

0.966
0.916
0.864
0.831

0.906
0.751
0.651
0.609

0.788
0.544
0.435
0.395

∗
πannealed

10
100
1000
all

0.966
0.931
0.907
0.894

0.895
0.804
0.765
0.740

0.770
0.628
0.585
0.549

Unconditional Samples Samples in Tables 3-4 are organized as ‘short’ (≤ 5th percentile), ‘average-length’ (4555th percentile), and ‘multi-sentence’ (≥ 3 punctuation tokens). Each image in Figures 1, 2, and 3 shows a sampled
sentence, its underlying tree, and its generation order.
Additional BLEU Scores Since absolute BLEU scores
can vary by using a softmax temperature (Caccia et al.,
2018) or top-k sampler, we report additional scores for k ∈
{10, 100, 1000} and BLEU-{2, 3, 4} in Table 1. Generally
the policy trained with the annealed oracle achieves the
highest metrics.

A.2. Unconditional Generation
We use the same settings as the Word Reordering experiments, except we always use stochastic sampling from
∗
πcoaching
during roll-in. For evaluation we select the model
state at the end of training.
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A.3. Machine Translation
Data and Preprocessing We use the default Moses tokenizer script (Koehn et al., 2007) and segment each word
into a subword using BPE (Sennrich et al., 2015) creating
40k tokens for both source and target. Similar to (Bahdanau
et al., 2015), during training we filter sentence pairs that
exceed 50 words.
Transformer Policy The Transformer policy uses 4 layers, 4 attention heads, hidden dimension 256, feed-forward
dimension 1024, and is trained with batch-size 32 and a
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Validation
Meteor
YiSi

Ribes

B LEU

(BP)

Test
Meteor

YiSi

Ribes

52.03

82.55

26.23

(1.00)

27.87

47.58

79.85

21.76
25.30

41.62
46.23

77.70
78.49

13.17
17.68

(0.64)
(0.96)

19.87
24.53

36.48
42.46

75.36
74.12

26.57
26.74

48.00
49.01

81.48
81.77

16.94
19.19

(0.72)
(0.91)

23.15
25.24

42.39
43.98

78.99
79.24

Oracle

B LEU

(BP)

left-right

29.47

(0.97)

29.66

uniform
+hendi-tuning

14.97
18.79

(0.63)
(0.89)

annealed
+hendi-tuning

19.50
21.95

(0.71)
(0.90)

Table 2. LSTM Policy results for machine translation experiments.

learning rate 1e−5 . For this model and experiment, we define an epoch as 1,000 model updates. The learning rate is
∗
divided by a factor of 1.1 every 100 epochs. For πannealed
,
β is linearly annealed from 1.0 to 0.0 at a rate of 0.01 each
epoch, after a burn-in period of 100 epochs. We compute
metrics after each validation epoch, and following training
we select the model with the highest validation B LEU.
Loss with Auxiliary hendi Predictor A binary crossentropy loss is used for the hendi predictor for all time-steps,
so that the total loss is Lbce (π ∗ , πend ) + LKL (π ∗ , π) where
LKL is the loss from Section 3.2. For time-steps in which
hendi is sampled, LKL is masked, since the policy’s token
distribution is not used when at is hendi. LKL is averaged
over time by summing the loss from unmasked time-steps,
then dividing by the number of unmasked time-steps.
Tree Position Encodings We use an additional tree position encoding, based on (Shiv & Quirk, 2019), which may
make it easier for the policy to identify and exploit structural relationships in the partially decoded tree. Each node
is encoded using its path from the root, namely a sequence
of left or right steps from parent to child. Each step is represented as a 2-dimensional binary vector ([0, 0] for the root,
[1, 0] for left and [0, 1] for right), so that the path is a vector
e(ai ) ∈ {0, 1}2∗max-depth after zero-padding. Finally, e(ai )
is multiplied element-wise by
 a geometric series
 of a learned
parameter p, that is, e(ai ) · 1, p, p, p2 , p3 , ... . We only use
this approach with the Transformer policy.
Additional LSTM Policy Results are shown in Table 2.
We use a bi-directional LSTM encoder-decoder architecture
that has a single layer of size 512, with global concat attention (Luong et al., 2015). The learning rate is initialized to
0.001 and multiplied by a factor of 0.5 on a fixed interval.
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Table 3. Short (left) and Average-Length (right) unconditional samples from policies trained on Persona-Chat.

left-right

i can drive you alone .
yeah it is very important .
i am a am nurse .
do you actually enjoy it ?
what pair were you in ?

do you like to test your voice to a choir ?
no pets , on the subject in my family , yes .
cool . i have is also a cat named cow .
i am doing good taking a break from working on it .
i do not have one , do you have any pets ?

uniform

good just normal people around .
you run the hills right ?
i am great yourself ?
i work 12 hours .
do you go to hockey ?

just that is for a while . and yourself right now ?
i am freelance a writer but i am a writer .
that is so sad . do you have a free time ?
yes i do not like pizza which is amazing lol .
since the gym did not bother me many years ago .

annealed

are you ? i am .
i like to be talented .
how are you doing buddy ?
i like healthy foods .
i love to eat .

yeah it can be . what is your favorite color ?
i do not have dogs . they love me here .
no kids . . . i am . . you ?
that is interesting . i am just practicing my piano degree .
yea it is , you need to become a real nerd !

Table 4. Multi-sentence unconditional samples from policies trained on Persona-Chat.

left-right

nice ! i think i will get a jump blade again . have you done that at it ?
great . what kinds of food do you like best ? i love italian food .
wow . bike ride is my thing . i do nothing for kids .
i am alright . my mom makes work and work as a nurse . that is what i do for work .
that is awesome . i need to lose weight . i want to start a food place someday .

uniform

love meat . or junk food . i sometimes go too much i make . avoid me unhealthy .
does not kill anyone that can work around a lot of animals ? you ? i like trains .
baby ? it will it all here . that is the workforce .
i am good , thank you . i love my sci fi stories . i write books .
i am well . thank you . my little jasper is new .

annealed

i am definitely a kid . are you ? i am 10 !
i am in michigan state . . that is a grand state .
that is good . i work as a pharmacist in florida . . .
how are you ? wanna live in san fran ! i love it .
well that is awesome ! i do crosswords ! that is cool .
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∗
Figure 1. Unconditional samples from a policy trained with πannealed
.
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∗
Figure 2. Unconditional samples from a policy trained with πuniform
.
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∗
Figure 3. Unconditional samples from a policy trained with πleft-right
.
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∗
∗
∗
Figure 4. Word Reordering Examples. The columns show policies trained with πleft-right
, πuniform
, and πannealed
, respectively.
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∗
Figure 5. Translation outputs from a policy trained with πannealed
on the test set.
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∗
Figure 6. Translation outputs from a policy trained with πuniform
on the test set.
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∗
Figure 7. Translation outputs from a policy trained with πleftright
on the test set.

